We read with interest the article by Savas *et al*. (3^rd^ issue, vol. 19, 2015)\[[@CIT0001]\] on hematogenous muscular metastasis of NSCLC in FDG-PET/CT. We would like to ask some queries. First, I would like to know about the definition of "muscle metastasis" used in the article. There might be two kinds of "muscle metastasis": one with direct metastasis to muscle tissue, and other with muscle invasion from adjacent tissue metastasis such as bone, soft connective tissue, and skin. Did the authors included them or not? Could FDG-PET/CT differentiate them? Second, the authors described the size of muscle metastasis: 5-30 mm. How much size could detect it by FDG-PET/CT? Third, the authors described that they confirmed muscle metastasis histopahtologically in three patients. How they obtained it, biopsy or totally resection? How about the relationship with surrounding muscle, invaded or isolated? How the authors confirm it as hematogenous metastasis? Fourth, the authors followed up patients with confirmation of muscle metastasis. We would like to know whether the lesion muscle metastasis respond to chemotherapy or other therapies. If not, the lesions enlarged rapidly or not?
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